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My Debate Trip in the US
By

Ryan Wang

hen I knew I was able to go to

W

The preliminary rounds started on the

debaters, on the other hand, are much more

America for the NFL Nationals and

second day. The weird thing was that even though

nonchalant. They usually talk about the

the debate camp, I was absolutely

we watched an entire baseball game to adjust

rounds they just had, or just some casual

delighted. It was my rst time in America, and

our jet lag, none of us could fall asleep on the

conversations. A girl even pulled out a sketch

I stayed for a total of 32 days. My trip made

first night. It was probably because we were all

book from her bag and start coloring and

a lasting impression and lasting memories of

incredibly nervous. We were debating at Barium

drawing.

some of the best moments in my life.

Middle School and Hoover High School, which

During my trip, I had lasting memories

were approximately an hour’s drive from our

of many non-debate related things as well.

Nationals— More Than Just a Tournament

hotel. I’ve never been to such a large tournament

First, the people in Alabama are extremely

Alabama is one of America’s "fly-over"

before, and this was my rst time wearing a suit

hospitable. Not many people walk on the street

while debating, but it felt great.

of Birmingham, but every single individual

states; it's a pretty rural area, and its largest
city, Birmingham, where the tournament was

My partner and I didn’t break, but we

you see will greet to you, as if they see you as

held, has a population of only 300,000 people.

learned a lot and developed a whole new

family Second, the unforgettable experience of

It's so different from the America that we

perspective towards public forum debate.

my visit to Thom’s parents’ home. My debate

know about, the downtown area is just like

Americans do public forum in a completely

coach— Thom, is from Birmingham, where

the suburbs, and eateries are generally not

different way, especially during rebuttal

the tournament is held. That’s where I had

very good. But it was here in Alabama that

speeches. Chinese students usually just

the best meal since I landed in Alabama. This

I met some of the best students from around

read a case against their opponents in their

visit gave me a deep view of the traditional

the world, where I felt the hard work we put

rebuttals, and if you don’t have contradictory

American life. We had such a great time that

in finally paid off, and where I made some

evidence, there’s pretty much nothing you can

we forgot about some injuries we got from

amazing new friends. It was simply much

say during the rebuttal. Americans, however,

rolling down grass slopes in their yard.

more than just a simple debate tournament.

don’t base their speech on evidence. To them,

What I’ve learned from this tournament

The most impressive group that I met

evidence is just something to support their

is invaluable. Of course I got a lot of debate

was the Korean students. They are mostly

points. So you might see an interesting scene

experience— I learned how to point out

from international schools, and their ability to

in a debate round— a Chinese debater was

opponents’ weakness effectively, I improved

debate really shocked me. On the first night,

reading off their computer screen while the

the flow of my delivery, and I developed a

team China and team Korea had 2 practice

American was just holding a sheet of paper

better routine for rebuttal speeches. Beyond

rounds. The Koreans argued for the pro

with their ows and points speaking out loud.

debate, it was the friendships, the natural

side and dominated their arguments. Their

They developed the skill of negating points

beauty of Alabama and the culture that made

language skills were unparalleled, which

through logical flow, which is something I

the best memories. These were the things that

made them top notch debaters. One of them

hope to develop in the future.

made my trip much more than a simple debate

understood 8 languages, and spoke 6 of those

A n o t h e r h u g e d i ff e r e n c e b e t w e e n

fluently. They offered countless pieces of

Americans and us is the attitude towards this

evidence in their arguments, and completely

tournament. Chinese debaters sort of freaked

nailed the debate. They eventually became the

out before and during the rounds, and we

Harvard— It’s just like a dream, yet so
realistic

rst inspiration I had during the tournament.

usually read our cards and cases. American

Harvard, the famous Ivy League college,
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is a dream for most students around the world,
and I am one of those people. This summer, in
Harvard, I realized my dream at the Harvard
debate camp.
This year’s national quali ers arrived one
day earlier than most students.. Because of
the horrible food in Alabama, we left with an
impression of Americans as “people who need
breakfast”, which was hilarious because on the
rst morning, the RA invited us to downtown
Boston to have dim-sum. We had such a big
breakfast, and just 2 hours later, we headed for
lunch at Harvard Square. Everyone was full
on the rst day.
The challenges really began on the
second day. During the camp days, our
schedule was pretty much the same. 3 hours
of lecture in the morning, a whole afternoon
of lab activity, plus even more lab activities
at night. I was absolutely exhausted after
every single day of work. After roll call, I
still worked with my partner and friends on
collecting evidence. Camp life wasn't easy, but
it was ful lling and satisfying.
The most impressive thing during our
debate camp was Jeson's cross re skill. Jeson
was one of the group leaders, and his story
itself as a boy who failed in debate in the
past but continues to fight really hard is an
inspiration to all of us. His English wasn't
perfect, but he was super aggressive in
debate. He kept interrupting, politely, to ask
opponents hard questions. His delivery is top
notch, and when he speaks, you can really feel
the sense of his “no one can beat me” attitude.
His method of debate inspired me a lot. He
taught us how to plan the cross re, to use time
effectively, to achieve goals in the allotted 3

are shown clearly in the flow, and the flow

things in debate, especially in public forum

minutes, giving us all some very ne thoughts

was highly ef cient to use. This new way of

debate. “Partners are like a couple, the longer

owing helped me respond to opponents much

a couple lasts, the more and deeper their love

better, and it actually made my final focus

becomes, but more con ict exists at the same

more logical and persuasive.

time.” said Mr. Childree. “And in partnerships,

about the cross re rounds.
My coach at the camp, Mr. Childree,
helped me a lot as well. First, he helped me
adapted to a much clearer and more effective

In addition, Mr. Childree let me realize

the longer you cooperate with your partner,

way of flowing. He showed us his technique

the importance of a stable, cooperative, and

the more tacit but also more challenging

of ow during his rst lecture. At rst, I didn’t

specialized partnership. Different from the

the partnership is going to get.” During this

quite get this bizarre way of owing, I thought

partnerships of last year’s camp, this year

debate camp, I took the partnership to a whole

it was too messy. However, once I tried it, I

our coaches tried to keep the original teams

new level. I learned how to cooperate, to be

found the extraordinary advantages of his way.

because of our debate history.

specific, and to exchange information and

The contrast and coherence between points
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Partnership is one of the most important

help each other in a much more effective way.
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The better partnership helped me achieve much

NFL

——

more in debates.
Another interesting thing worth

32

mentioning is that the debate community is a
pretty small but robust and highly competitive
community. There weren’t many students

——

at camp, but were some of the best students

“ y

over” states

in our region. Coincidentally, I met some of
my opponents at the Birmingham Nationals

——

during camp, and my coach at school was also

30

a coach at the US camp.

——
Thom

——

The essence of this debate camp is for
self betterment. Exceeding yourself is the
hardest thing to do in the world, and yet
the coaches have ways to help you do that.
There’s not much praise or compliment, and
the coaches will point out your weakness
ruthlessly. I was really unsatis ed about this at
rst, but because I tried so hard to overcome
the weakness, it worked really well. I have to
thank my coaches for this
My time at Harvard means a lot to me.
First, of course, I felt the joy and excitement
of success (I became the best speaker and the
Champion of the camp). Second, the dramatic
improvement in my spoken English cannot
be learned in any other way. Last but most
importantly, I received new debate skills and
achieved a higher level of debate ability. It
is not an exaggeration to say that this debate
camp has already changed me in a positive
way, and will motivate me to study better, go

Public Forum
Debate

further, and most importantly, become more

“

”

mature in the future.
Epilogue
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If I were to describe this trip in one word,
I’d say it is “unique”. It is unique because of
the places I’ve been to, places where ordinary

3

people can’t reach; it is unique because of
the events I’ve attended, events I will never

——

forget; it is unique because of the people
I’ve worked and lived with, with whom I’ve
developed long lasting friendships with,
people I can trust for life. And this trip is not
limited to just uniqueness; I grew up a lot and
started to think more logically. I will always

Jeson

Jeson

remember the joyful, exciting moments of this
milestone in my life.
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